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TUESDAY / December 6

Because_______ _________ is the _________    ________ of ________ , and
          TASIN       CHOLASNI           NOTRAP             SINTA           NERDLICH

_______ ________ knows __________ love surprises!
      TASIN    CHOLASNI       NERDLICH 

About Saint Nicholas Day!
We’ll tell you the REAL STORY of St Nicholas today! His feast day is December 6th.

Meanwhile, Skiff and AJ of the Altar Gang hope to find surprises in their “shoes” on St Nicholas Day. Can you tell them why?

UNSCRAMBLE the letters below to complete the answer!

COLOR the Altar Gang characters, Skiff and AJ

Stop by HolyHeroes.com to find gifts for each occasion:
. Dec 6th (St Nicholas Day)—celebrating the gift of children    . Christmas Day—remembering the gift of Jesus, the Jewish Messiah       
. Epiphany (Jan 3, 2016)—extending the gift of Salvation to the Gentiles 

VIDEO

Advent and Christmas have 3 fun traditional “gift-giving times” each teaching and celebrating a unique gift.
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WEDNESDAY / December 6

The FALL of MAN

Genesis Chapter 3, verse 3:15 contains the first time God tells us the “good news” that 
Jesus Christ will come to save us from the effects of Adam’s sin!

Today we learn about the first sin, which we call the Fall of Man. BUT: there is also something wonderful about the “Fall” 
which the video will teach you about.

READ the Picture Bible 
pages 19-21.

The sentences below reveal facts about the Fall of Man, but one word in each sentence is scrambled up. UNSCRAMBLE them
and put the correct letters in the boxes to the right. Put a letter in each box. The letters in the gray boxes will help you answer the question 
at the very bottom!

1. Adam and Eve ate the forbidden TRUFI.

2. God said: “Do not eat the fruit of the knowledge of good and LEVI.”

3. Adam and Eve lived in the NAGRED of Eden.

4. Eve said: “The PRESENT tricked me, and I ate.”

5. Eve took the first ITEB.

6. The first book of the Bible is SINEGES.

7. Adam said: “The MOWAN gave me the fruit, and I ate.”

8. God put a flaming DROWS by the tree of knowledge.

9. Traditionally we think the forbidden fruit was a PLEAP.

10. MEBURICH now guard Eden.

11. The Fall of Man is in the first book of the BELLI.

To answer the question below, you can read DOWN the letters you put into the gray boxes:

In Genesis 3:15, God promised to send a Savior to save us from the effects of Adam’s sin.

This is called “The Protoevangelium,” which is Latin for ” .”
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WEDNESDAY / December 6 – ANSWER KEY 

The Fall of Man 

1. fruit

2. evil

3. garden

4. serpent

5. bite

6. Genesis

7. woman

8. sword

9. apple

10. cherubim

11. Bible

First gospel 

Saint Nicholas Day scramble

The unscrambled words are the following in this order:
Saint, Nicholas, patron, saint, children, saint, Nicholas, children
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